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Abstract - In feats to support the growing trend of maintaining huge amount of clinical data
in a common storage (Electronic Health Records) and pre dicting diseases based on the
results of mining these data. Community clouds are in gene ral trend where patient’s
medical history is stored and based on this training datasets, the diseases of new incoming
patient is predicted using Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS). Data mining
algorithms provide an efficient way to guess the disease of new incoming patient. The aim
of this research focuses on developing parallelize d classification algorithms which
effectively uses computational benefits of cloud storage to accurately predict the disease.
Our algorithm achieves parallelis m by dividing the datasets into sub portions and feeding
each sub portion into an individual processor (virtual machine) on cloud and then applying
algorithms like Decision Tree induction, k-n-n classifier and Naïve Bayesian classifier.
Laplacian correction technique is used to re move attributes whose values may be zero .At
last, we have used ensemble methods like Random Forests and Bagging to find out the class
with majority votes and assign that class to the incoming tuple (Patient’s symptoms) which
acts as the output of the CDSS.
Keywords - Electronic Health Records (EHR), Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS),
classification, Decision tree induction, Naïve Bayesian classification, k -Nearest-Neighbor
classifiers, Laplacian correction, Bagging, Random Forests, Parallel Laplacian
Classification.

1.Introduction
Data mining has great potential for the
healthcare industry to enable health systems to
systematically use data and analytics to
identify deficiencies and best practices that
improve care and reduce costs. This could be a
win/win overall. But due to the complexity of
healthcare data and a slower rate of
technology adoption, our industry lags these
others in implementing effective data mining

and analytic strategies. An Electronic Health
Record (EHR) is the digital version of a
patients' medical chart, designed to contain
and share information electronically with
other health care providers and agencies
involved in patient care. The volume of EHRs
is growing because they are mandated in the
United States by the 2009 American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), and in
particular, a section of ARRA called the
HITECH Act (Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health) [1] . To
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reduce the medical errors by improving the
accuracy and clarity of medical records. To
make the health information available,
reducing duplication of tests, reducing delays
in treatment, and patients well informed to
take better decisions [2]. For Patients and
families; improve coordination and population
and public health. EHR data will improve
clinical processes including patient controlled
data, clinical decision support, health
information exchange (HIE), and quality
measurement and research [3]. Use of EHR
data to improve health outcomes, quality of
data, patient's safety, efficient way to analyze
the diseases and precautions, and population
health at the national level. Improve health
outcomes, reduce medical errors, predict
health
trends,
and
demonstrate
the
comparative value of drugs and other
treatments. To provide quality of care and
Patient's safety, financial savings, technology
advancements, aggregated and integrated the
data and coordination of care. We are using
classification techniques to predict disease of
any random patient using the model
constructed. The model is constructed
basically using the concept of parallel
classification. The input data set (training data
set) is obtained from community cloud storage
where different hospitals store their medical
data. The reason to store patient’s medical
records on cloud is to gain the computational
benefits of cloud and faster access. Apart from
that cloud also let a huge amount of medical
data to be stored in a single place. This can be
thought of as Electronic Health Records
(EHR) where a single patient’s medical data
can be accessed by more than one authorities
(Doctors, Pharmacies, and Claim Agents etc).
Now, after obtaining the training data set from

the Cloud based EHR, attribute selection
measures are applied and the data set is
divided into N sub portions. Where, N is the
number of processors (virtual machines) on
cloud that will be used to achieve parallelism.
Each sub portion is feed to one processor.
Each
processor
individually
and
synchronously process the data sets and
applies any of the classification algorithm
(Decision Tree Induction, Naïve Bayesian
Classification,
k- nearest-neighbor
classification) on them. Also, Laplacian
Correction technique is used to eliminate the
possibility of zero attribute values. When the
computation at each processor is finished, the
models constructed with the help of different
classification algorithms is used and then the
majority vote class is assigned to the input
data provided. This is known as the ensemble
method, where Mk models are used to predict
class for the same data set and the prediction
is done based on majority votes where each
model M1 , M2 , M3 …, Mk has equal vote.
A clinical decision support system (CDSS) is
an application that analyzes data to help
healthcare providers make clinical decisions
[4]. A CDSS is an adaptation of the decision
support system commonly used to support
business management.

2.Background Theory
Data mining is a component of a wider
process called knowledge discovery from
databases. It involves scientists from a wide
range
of
disciplines,
including
mathematicians, computer scientists and
statisticians, as well as those working in fields
such as machine learning, artificial
intelligence, information retrieval and pattern
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recognition [5]. Data mining or knowledge
discovery in database, as it is also known, is
the process of extraction of understandable
patterns in data, previously unknown and
potentially useful information from the data.
Data mining techniques can be applied in the
field of medical data mining to predict the
disease of patient based on his/her medical
history and other symptoms. For example,
classification and clustering techniques can be
used to know if a patient is suffering from
Tuberculosis or not by seeing the medical
history of similar patients. Cloud Storage is a
model of data storage in which the digital data
is stored in logical pools, the physical storage
spans multiple servers (and often locations),
and the physical environment is typically
owned and managed by a hosting company
[6].
Cloud
storage
is
based
on
a virtualized infrastructure with accessible
interfaces, which provides flexible and
portable on demand access to stored resources.
Types of cloud storage are: Public, Private and
Hybrid Clouds. Cloud based EHR are used to
store data and apply predictive analytics on it
to predict a patient’s disease and suggest the
further treatments based on past data present
in cloud. Implementation is much easier with
cloud-based EHR systems. We just have to
store the data in cloud storage rest while
retrieving data back, we just need to use the
computational abilities of cloud. Practices do
realize tremendous savings from cloud-based
EHR systems. As, data is stored on cloud,
storage is fast, reliable and available.
Resource requirements like hardware and
software are significantly reduced. Web-based
software provides superior accessibility and
collaboration. Cloud based EHR are fast, safe,
easy, reliable and provides an on-demand way

of accessing medical records. Scalability is
simplified with cloud-based systems. We can
store a huge amount of data in cloud storage.

Figure 1: Cloud based solution for a large hospital [7]

Reduced expense for both software and
hardware. Satisfaction levels are higher
among mobile & tablet EHR users. It has been
observed that patients who use mobile/web
based EHR and who rely on EHR for their day
to day medical activities and medications and
satisfied with their health conditions.

3.Literature Survey
Parallel classification concept is utilized. To
improve the efficiency of classification
algorithms by running them in parallel over
multiple virtual machines (in cloud).
Classification algorithms like Decision tree
induction, Naïve Bayesian classifier and knn
classification
is
used.
Classification
algorithms like Decision Tree Induction, kNN classifier and Naive Bayesian classifier
are run in parallel across multiple processors
(Virtual Machines) in cloud. The 3 parallel
classifier's outputs are given as an input to
boosting algorithm which is an ensemble
method to improve accuracy of parallel
classifier. In this paper, when the patient
consults the doctor, his/her medical history is
stored in cloud based EHR. Then these data
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are processed and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) technique is applied on it for
attribute selection. Now, the selected training
samples are given as input to the classification
algorithms being applied on different virtual
machines. Classification accuracy is improved
by applying ensemble method called Bagging.
When a new input comes in, it is feed to the
classification algorithm to predict the class of
new incoming data. Thus, in this way the
whole model is systematically planned so that
any redundant data or outliers are not present
in the data before classification. The time
complexity of the algorithm considerably
decreases because of the parallelization
process. The test data is assigned to a class
with majority of votes from each classifier.
Classifier accuracy can be evaluated using
specificity and sensitive matrix.
Sensitivity : TP/ TP+FN
Specificity : TN/FP+TN
Where, TP : True positive , TN : True
Negative , FP : False Positive , FN : False
Negative.
In another paper, the main objective is to
present a novel classifier for classification in
the field of Medical Data Mining. Laplacian
Correction is applied to Decision Tree
Classification algorithm, as well as, Naïve
Bayesian Classification algorithm. Hence, an
improved version of the two classifiers,
namely, Decision-Tree Classifier (modified)
and Naïve-Bayesian Classifier (modified) is
proposed. The Adaptive Classifier has been
created by combining the techniques of Rule-

Based Classifier, Decision-Tree Classifier
(modified) and Naïve-Bayesian Classifier
(modified). The data for this research work
has been collected from Nalanda Medical
College Hospital (NMCH), Patna, Bihar, India
for the non- infectious disease Diabetes and the
infectious disease Tuberculosis. The attributes
of the patients included in the sample medical
dataset are: Name, Age, Gender, Location,
Occupation, Economic Status, Disease
Symptoms and Disease Status. The raw data
collected underwent a few pre-processing
techniques so as to obtain better results, and to
improve the performance of the proposed
model [8].

4.Proposed System
I am going to propose a new adaptive
enhanced way for analyzing the data by
“Efficient Mining of Cloud based Electronic
Health Records (EHR) for Clinical Decision
Support System (CDSS)”. Data will be stored
on cloud with Apache Spark, which gives
faster analyzing of the process rather than
Hadoop. Also parallel classification is good
process to analyze the data. Moreover the
missing attributes can be handle by the
Laplacian Correction which removes the zero
consistency values with proper suggestive
value. So based on the Laplacian Correction
use for the modification of the classification
algorithms. N number of data needs to be
classified with splitting the data attributes in
equal number of classifiers to work in parallel.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of proposed system
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Figure 3: Flow chart of proposed system
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